
7 Red 
Open Team 

Meeting

January 29, 2018



Agenda
● Welcome - Mrs. Mellin
● Math - Mr. Fletcher
● Science - Mrs. Clark
● Social Studies - Ms. Pepe
● Language Arts - Mrs. Elterich
● Upcoming Dates



Honors Algebra - Mrs. Sicbaldi
● Students just completed a unit on linear functions with a 

focus on graphing and slope, including applications
● We are continuing this theme with writing our own linear 

functions given different information and different forms
● All assignments are posted on Schoology
● Extra help is offered every morning



Material Covered
             

A and D

Not B and C  



Notes Folder
Example:



Additional Material A and D
We studied irrational numbers and their approximate location 
on the number line.  The surface area and volume of cylinders, 
and complex 3D shapes.  

The main difference remains the pacing and the difficulty level 
with some added 8th grade standards. 



Word Problem Strategy: Bar Model



.



.Strategy: Making a Table



Moving Forward

Solving Equations

Direct and Inverse Proportions(Mathematical situations that 

can be expressed in a table,an equation, and  a graph)

Angle Properties and Straight Lines



Science



The Cell

● Compare bacterial, plant and animal cells
● Single celled organisms and multi celled 

organisms
● Organelles and their functions



Life and Cells
Then onto the study of living things, cells, 
and microscopes.

This will be the basis for our Human Body 
Systems Unit which will follow.



microscopes
We work with microscopes for about a month. 

They will become experts at handling, cleaning and

 focusing a compound microscope.

 Many of them will use these skills in high school and college. 

Using a microscope properly is a finite skill that takes practice. 

I



Working from cells to Organisms….

● Cell Organelles
● Body Systems
● Interdependence and homeostasis



Body Systems
We build up from a single cell to tissues, organs and organ 
systems.

Body Systems we study in 7th Grade;

● Pulmonary
● Cardiovascular
● Digestive
● Musculoskeletal



Then onto Earth Science…..

● Rock Cycle
● Plate tectonics
● Eathquakes 
● Volcanoes
● Tsunamis



Continue to work on study skills, note 
taking skills, collaboration and group work.

● an ongoing process
● encourage ownership of work and 

choices
● working with others in science labs



Social Studies
Alyssa Pepe 



Unit 2 - MIGRATION   
November - January 

What We Covered:
● Voluntary Migration 

○ 4 Waves of Immigration Research
○ U.S. Policy & Current Immigration Reform Policy - Persuasive Writing
○ How and why have population changes occurred throughout history? 

●  Forced Migration & Assimilation Case Study
○ Native American Relocation

● Examples of Assimilation
● Historical Immigration Book Club 

World Regions Focus: 
          The Americas 



SKILLS: Historical Thinking - Inquiry 
INQUIRY - Question Formulation Technique
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https://docs.google.com/a/westport.k12.ct.us/document/d/1RRZ2_cZaikACLoc8RENz-fSLIMdNGUm9-pe8qcD8A9Y/edit?usp=sharing


SKILLS: Analyzing primary & secondary 

ANALYZING HISTORICAL SOURCES

● S-C-I-M-ing Primary & Secondary Sources 
● Answering our questions 

○ Using evidence from a variety of sources 
● Applying understanding 



Analyzing Primary & Secondary Sources Using SCIM 



Skills: Inquiry & Discussion 
● Immigration Book Club & 

Socratic Seminar
○ Developing Questions
○ Answering Using Evidence
○ Analyzing various texts
○  Discussion



Coming Up Next! 
Unit 3 - Modernization and Progress (End of Jan into February) 

● Historical case study : Industrial Revolution
● More modern case study : Globalization

○ Focuses:
■ Changes a society undergoes when the economy 

changes structurally 
■ Considering whether greater efficiency is always 

progress
● Leads into Unit 4: Global Expansion



Unit 3- Skills  
● Continuing to Practice Inquiry & Investigation 

● Debate & Argument Writing
○  What are the positive and negative consequences of 

industrialization? 
■ Using evidence to support claims 

● End of Unit: BOMB 
○ by Steve Sheinkin 



Language Arts
Emily Elterich



Developing Analytical 
Reading Practices

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Writing about Reading 

Writers’ Workshop

Grade 7 Language Arts

The Pearl
Literary Analysis

December - January February - March



The Pearl

● Author’s craft (symbolism, motifs, multiple 
perspectives)

● Themes
● Close reading of text
● Problem-based learning within the context of 

the novel
● Analytical writing



Problem: What should Kino do with the pearl?

● He’s rejected the offers he received from the 
pearl buyers

● People are breaking into his hut, putting his 
family in danger

● The pearl is worthless to him in his current form



What does 
Kino have to 

gain?

What does 
Kino have to 

lose?

Who else 
would be 
affected & 

how?

How easy or 
difficult is it?

Other likely 
consequences

Sell it to the 
pearl buyers

Go to the 
capital

Keep it/ 
Hide it

Give it to the 
church

Give it to the 
doctor

Throw it into 
the sea



What does 
Kino have to 

gain?

What does 
Kino have to 

lose?

Who else 
would be 
affected & 

how?

How easy or 
difficult is it?

Other likely 
consequences

Sell it to the 
pearl buyers

Go to the 
capital

Keep it/ 
Hide it

Give it to the 
church

Give it to the 
doctor

Throw it into 
the sea

● Explore possibilities within 
the context of the story

● Analyze evidence to 
evaluate options

● Evaluate options to make 
an informed judgment





Zooming in to see how the decision matrix was 
populated with textual evidence by students...

How easy or difficult is it?

Go to the capital “It lay over the water and through the mountains, 
over a thousand miles, and every strange terrible 
mile was frightening” (53).

This shows that the journey to the capital would be 
difficult for Kino-- both physically demanding (a 
long, treacherous journey) and psychologically 
difficult (he’d never been, so he was afraid).



Become decision-making consultants for Kino

● Analyze the issue from Kino’s perspective and anticipate his 
concerns

● Synthesize and apply evidence in order to persuade
● Communicate original thoughts and ideas through letter 

and presentation
● Work collaboratively to advocate for ideas while reaching 

consensus

example presentation

https://docs.google.com/a/westport.k12.ct.us/presentation/d/1AIXZ2oySyeU6JC6uL8DvDwv2x4dh3zDREX2SqFe3rc8/edit?usp=sharing


Excerpt from a letter written to convince Kino to throw the 
pearl into the sea:
Even your wife, Juana agrees with us. She said, “This pearl is 
like a sin. It will destroy us [...] Throw it away, Kino. Let us break 
it between two stones. Let us bury it and forget the place. Let 
us throw it back into the sea” (38). She too mentioned getting 
rid of the pearl. She is obviously worried about you and your 
family’s safety, mostly because of the attempted break-in. That 
was when your forehead was bleeding, don’t you remember? 
Even though only you got hurt that time, next time it could be 
Juana or even Coyotito.

● Awareness of audience / multiple perspectives
● Authentic, sophisticated use of evidence to persuade



What’s next?



Readers’/Writers’ Workshop: Writing about Reading

Choice

Freedom to explore ideas
(with support)

Recursive revision

Deeper literary analysis

End Product: Companion Guide



Choice
Actual quotes overheard in LA class 
during this unit...

I could write 
about this book 
for, like, eight 

hours.

I could 
write about 
this all day!



Explore Ideas Using a Toolbox of Strategies



Explore Ideas Using a Toolbox of Strategies



Explore Ideas Using a Toolbox of Strategies



Recursive Revision: Explaining Thinking

● What was I 
thinking when I 
made this chart?

● How can I explain 
my idea so that it is 
clear to others?



Recursive Revision: 
Incorporating Evidence to Elaborate
● What am I saying about ______________ ?

(This is the point you are making.)

● What details will I use from the story to support 
my thinking?

(These are the details that you will elaborate on.)



Recursive Revision: Big Ideas/Specific Details



Deeper Literary Analysis

● Theme
● Writers’ Craft Moves
● Author’s Purpose
● Symbolism
● Narrative Structures



Companion Guide: 
A polished collection of several short pieces that showcase 
insights and original thinking about the book
Companion Guide: Schooled

Introduction

Chapter 1~ The Significance of the Spitball

Chapter 2~  Rain, Rain, Go Away

Chapter 3~ Kindness Overrules

Chapter 4~ Name: Rain Anderson (Fan Fiction)

Conclusion

Companion Guide: Divergent

Introduction

Chapter 1~ The Divergence Struggle

Chapter 2~  Initiation Process: Fair?

Chapter 3~ Tris and Her Mother

Chapter 4~ Caleb’s Side (Fan Fiction)

Conclusion



Important Dates
● 7th Grade Soup-er Bowl Food Drive through Fri 2/2
● 2nd Quarter Grades on PowerSchool: Weds 1/31
● Staff Development (no school): Fri 2/16
● February Break: 2/19-2/23
● Good Friday (no school): Fri 3/30
● End of 3rd Quarter: Weds 4/4
● April Break: 4/9-4/13
● Next Open Pod: Mon 4/23 at 12:33


